Case Study

CLP India: Powering growth through a
culture of Whole Brain® Thinking

The Whole Brain Company®

Because thinking is at the core of everything we do,
CLP recognised that the Whole Brain® framework
offered more than just an interesting tool or concept;
it would serve as the connecting thread between the
organisation’s issues, people, processes and culture.

The goal
India is the second most populous nation in the
world, and with strong GDP growth forecasts
for the next 8-10 years, it is experiencing a
rapidly escalating demand for energy. As one
of the largest foreign investors in the Indian
power sector, CLP India realised that meeting
the anticipated capacity needs of the country
would require a new focus on power generation,
and with it, a potential to radically change the
way people work. Shifting from a status quo
mentality to a growth mode would require
leadership, talent, culture, processes and mindset
to be able to scale up and manage growth
efficiently and effectively.

The challenges
Several major obstacles to growth were in the
way including:


scarcity of talent within the sector and the
difficulty in attracting the ‘best and brightest’,
particularly with many jobs requiring postings
in remote locations

About CLP India
One of the largest foreign investors in the
Indian power sector, with power projects
encompassing coal-fired, gas-fired and
renewable energy, for a total equity interest
of 2614 MW.

Purpose
Develop a culture and build the leadership
skills to foster and manage unprecedented
growth.

Process
Use the Whole Brain® framework as a
unified launching platform for changing
mindsets, building the desired culture,
developing leadership skills, and improving
collaboration in all areas of the organisation.

People



communication and collaboration issues
exacerbated by a heavily siloed and
hierarchical culture

Leaders, groups, teams and individuals at all
levels and all locations.



managers who, though highly skilled
technically, did not have the leadership skills
required to effectively manage the challenges

Possibilities



an increasingly diverse and young employee
base with limited relevant experience,
requiring significant time investment in
training.

A collaborative decision-making culture that
embraces new thinking, solves problems
more effectively, honours the strengths of
all employees, and leads the industry in
talent and innovation.
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The company also saw this challenge as an
opportunity to build a robust foundation for
sustainable growth over the next several years.
This scenario allowed CLP India leadership
to develop a balanced portfolio comprising
both fossil as well as renewable fuels. Portfolio
management at such an early stage of its
footprint in India helped CLP India work
with a responsible approach to growing its
business and to meaningfully engaging with
the communities it serves and operates in.
Altogether, the CLP leadership team realised
that these goals and challenges would require a
change in thinking throughout the organisation.

According to Prasad Deshpande, Director of
Empowered Learning Systems and the lead
consultant working with CLP India, “There was
buy-in for this approach at every level—the
organisation, leaders, teams and individuals.”

The solution

What powers an organisation?

To address these issues individually and to
achieve the growth goals overall, CLP India
needed a solution that would be highly relevant,
actionable and appealing to the technical
and analytical orientation of the organisation,
in order to gain buy-in at every level. The
company also wanted to adopt an approach
they could carry consistently through the entire
organisation as an underlying framework—not
just as art of a single initiative but as part of CLP
India’s ongoing culture. Changing mindsets and
giving people the tools to operate successfully as
the company transitioned would be critical.

CLP’s aggressive growth goals would have
implications throughout the organisation, and
building the desired culture to support growth
would require shifts in all areas. The company
realised they couldn’t accomplish their objectives
just by conducting training sessions.

Herrmann International’s Whole Brain® Thinking
system was seen as the ideal fit. As a framework
for understanding, analysing and harnessing
the thinking within an organisation—at the
individual, team and organisational/cultural
levels—it would provide a unified launching
platform for introducing everything else
people needed to learn and expect during the
company’s transformation. In addition, with
its broad applicability and simple, adaptable
approach, it could easily be embedded into the
organisation and throughout the culture.
The organisation was extremely receptive to the
Whole Brain® system because it is a validated
approach based on thinking and the brain which,
unlike behaviourally focused methods, was
relatable, easy to understand and immediately
relevant to the highly technical audience.

Because thinking is at the core of everything
we do, CLP recognised that the Whole Brain®
framework offered more than just an interesting
tool or concept; it would serve as the connecting
thread between the organisation’s issues,
people, processes and culture. And by changing
mindsets, it would pave the way for the
behavioural change that needed to follow.

“One of the key elements of a case like this is that
when organisations need to change mindsets,
they have to start with the big picture—the
culture”, Prasad Deshpande says. “It can’t be
approached in a piecemeal way.”
With that in mind, Deshpande worked with
Gopinath Govindan, CLP India’s Director of
Human Resources, to determine how the Whole
Brain® system could be applied as a framework
for achieving the organisation’s objectives, both
broadly and at the individual level.
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The Whole Brain® Model graphic is a registered trademark of Herrmann International

Figure 1: The Whole Brain® Model

The first step was diagnosing the gaps, starting
with the question, “What kind of organisation
is CLP India today?” Using the Herrmann Brain
Dominance Instrument® (HBDI®) thinking styles
assessment, they assessed the leadership team
to get a picture of the thinking at the top. The
120-question survey evaluates and describes the
degree of preference individuals have for thinking
in each of the four brain quadrants, as depicted
by the Herrmann Whole Brain® Model (figure 1).
The upper left A quadrant (blue) indicates a
preference for analytical, quantitative thinking;
the lower left B quadrant (green) denotes
planned, detailed thinking preferences. On the
right side, the lower C quadrant (red) represents a
preference for more interpersonal, feeling-based
thinking, and the upper D quadrant (yellow)
represents visionary, experimental thinking.
Unsurprisingly for a highly technical organisation,
the preferences of the leadership team as a whole
were strongly tilted toward left-brain A- and B-quadrant, analytical and detailed thinking (figure 2).
However, the Whole Brain® concept emphasises
that while someone may prefer one type of
thinking over another, we all have access to all four
thinking styles; we simply need the tools and skills
to become more comfortable with and understand
when to use the less-preferred modes.
Working with Deshpande on this exercise, the
company saw that going forward they could
leverage the strong A- and B-quadrant thinking of
the organisation more strategically and deliberately.
They realised they would need to work on building
awareness and skills in the C-red quadrant to
improve collaboration and communication and they

would also need to develop D-quadrant thinking
skills systematically for specific projects.
‘Building up the red’ was important, Prasad
Deshpande notes, for a number of reasons. “First
and foremost it helped in emphasising a core
CLP value: respect for people.”
“It’s also not a ‘glamorous’ business”, he adds.
“So it’s challenging to attract new people to the
industry.“
As a result, the company would have to
focus on developing its existing employees,
understanding and leveraging their strengths
fully, and increasing collaboration—between
people, departments, sites and throughout the
organisation.
This focus was also important for an organisation
that was looking to grow “not just for growth’s
sake but as part of the community”, he says.
“CLP has for many years consciously focused
on fulfilling what it believes strongly to be its
social responsibility to the community. Many
‘left-brain’ organisations look at corporate social
responsibility as a ‘have to do,’ so not much gets
done in that area. But if you understand you have
a blind spot because of the way the organisation
thinks, you’ll begin to look at it in a different way
and be more open to making the investments.”
A more collaborative, innovative environment
would not only help leverage the talent and
strengths that existed across various functions
and locations, but would also bolster CLP’s
reputation as a more desirable place to work,
particularly when measured against other
organisations in the industry.

Diagnosis
Left Brian Dominance needs to be leveraged in the Blue and Green
quadrants.
A lack of ‘red’ emphasis that needs to be built up, hence the focus
on collaborative working.
Capability in the yellow quadrant needs to be developed
systematically.
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“Whole Brain® Thinking is helping CLP create a
culture where you can do things differently,” says
Prasad Deshpande. “It’s building the brand in a
way that attracts the best young technical people
capable of Whole Brain® leadership. That’s going to
be critical for success in tomorrow’s business world.”

“Whole Brain® Thinking is helping CLP create
a culture where you can do things differently,”
says Prasad Deshpande. “It’s building the brand
in a way that attracts the best young technical
people capable of Whole Brain® leadership. That’s
going to be critical for success in tomorrow’s
business world.”

Creating Whole Brain® leaders
As the next step in the process, Prasad Deshpande
worked with CLP to identify and implement
initiatives to develop Whole Brain® leadership
at the organisational level. CLP’s managers were
highly skilled technical managers who needed to
develop the leadership savvy they would need as
the company grew rapidly. CLP used the Whole
Brain® framework to organise and plan their
leadership development strategy so they could
create a balanced, holistic approach—one that
encompasses all four thinking preferences—and
to make sure they were leveraging the thinking
preferences of the group to their advantage.
The leaders were tasked with three overarching
goals:


Identifying what leadership means at CLP,
which was defined as “Creating Powerful
Leaders, Across Levels, Who Generate Power”



Creating a common culture across units and
locations, drawing on Whole Brain® concepts



Building collaboration by breaking down
existing silos and preventing silos in new
locations.

And as figure 3 shows, major leadership
initiatives and expectations were mapped
against the Whole Brain® Model.
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Figure 3:
CLP India Whole Brain® Approach to Leadership

The language of Whole Brain® Thinking was
woven throughout the leadership components,
helping link together key developmental activities
and giving them a common foundation that
everyone understood and accepted. Prasad
Deshpande says that by introducing management
tools and models through the lens of Whole Brain®
Thinking, CLP was able to increase the value and
actionability of those tools.
“Whole Brain® Thinking is always relevant”,
Deshpande notes. “So you get much more
value with everything you’re doing and it knits
everything together.”

As the growth of the company has taken off,
Whole Brain® Thinking has become integral to the
company’s ability to manage effectively, achieve
new levels of innovation, and avoid the potential
negative effects of scale.
As part of the leadership development strategy,
managers have completed the HBDI® to learn
about their own thinking preferences and
attended training incorporating Whole Brain®
concepts to help them improve their coaching
effectiveness, manage teams more effectively,
and build awareness throughout the culture
about the language of the Whole Brain® Model
and the need for flexible, adaptive thinking to
get the best results.
The ability of leaders to know when and how to
stretch and adapt their thinking to the situation is
becoming increasingly important as the company
scales up. New operating regions combined with
more diverse and younger employees could
create even more silos and communication
breakdowns if not managed effectively.
To avoid silos in such an environment, Prasad
Deshpande explains, “you have to build flexible,
adaptable mindsets. It’s about honouring—not
just accepting—differences.”
In this way, the leadership strategy is influencing
the work CLP is doing with individuals and teams
as well. As different groups and teams have
begun completing the HBDI® and learning about
thinking preferences, leaders are learning how
to better understand people’s strengths in terms
of how their thinking contributes to results and
where they may need to stretch their thinking
if ‘blind spots’ exist. They are also better able to
coach for improved performance by adapting
their coaching styles to the thinking styles of
their employees. With highly technical managers,
coaching can sometimes be a challenge, but the
foundation in thinking preferences has given

CLP’s leaders an individually targeted approach
that’s within their comfort zone and easier for
them to apply.

The future looks bright
As the growth of the company has taken off,
Whole Brain® Thinking has become integral to
the company’s ability to manage effectively,
achieve new levels of innovation, and avoid
the potential negative effects of scale. Prasad
Deshpande says that “actions are always
approached through a Whole Brain® lens now,”
and the results can be seen throughout the
organisation, including:


increased participation and discussion
in meetings—a significant change for a
traditionally hierarchical company



increased confidence in the way issues are
addressed, which has led to faster, more
effective problem solving



increased employee engagement since
managers have started applying Whole Brain®
Thinking skills



a major shift from a strictly operational,
‘don’t question, just do’ mindset to a more
collaborative, inclusive approach



a unified culture rooted in the language of
Whole Brain® Thinking, with people using the
colours of the Model as a kind of shorthand to
describe situations and issues



a culture that embraces different thinking
and appeals to younger employees— critical
for attracting the next generation of talent,
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particularly in a country with such a large
population of young people


management tools and methods, such as
Collaborative Decision Making, that are more
valuable and more effectively deployed
due to their grounding in the Whole Brain®
framework



innovative thinking that has led to CLP India’s
status as one of the few power companies
in India currently focusing on both
conventional and renewable energy.

Leaders are now participating in Collaborative
Decision Making workshops that are built
around the Whole Brain® framework. They learn
to develop action plans using the four quadrants
to ensure a balanced approach and better
outcomes, and they’re applying Whole Brain®
Thinking to tackle a variety of ‘live projects’ in
areas such as water wastage and sustainability.
Because it is now embedded into the culture,
the Whole Brain® framework is expanding to
meet the organisation’s changing needs. While
the collaborative business and leadership
development focus continues, the company
is now working on building the leadership
pipeline through coaching efforts. In addition,
most managers who join CLP complete the
HBDI®, and the common language of Whole
Brain® Thinking is serving as a foundation for
continually increasing employee engagement
and contribution.

The power to change
Prasad Deshpande says that CLP India’s buy-in to
the approach and their willingness to see it through
has been a big part of why this initiative has been so
successful. Rather than viewing this as an isolated
event, they have embraced Whole Brain® Thinking
as a way of doing business. They focused not just
on development, but on culture building within the
context of their business realities.
“Overcoming set ways is always the toughest
part”, he says. By institutionalising Whole Brain®
Thinking, CLP has been able to get to the thinking
and mindsets that lie at the core of behaviour,
easing the way for behaviour change—and
results—to follow.

Viral (head of Production), Ramendra (head of HR
at the Paguthan Plant), Abhay Potdar (head of
the Paguthan Plant), Prasad Deshpande (director
of Empowered Learning Systems).
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Clients
Herrmann International Asia’s clients include:
Air NZ
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Rutherford Group

ANZ

Frucor

St George Bank

Janssen-Cilag

Southern Cross Healthcare

IBM
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Bendigo Bank

Manukau City Council
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Coca Cola Amatil
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CPA Australia

Microsoft

Department of Community
Services QLD
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Victorian Curriculum and
Assessment Authority
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Worley Parsons
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Australian Central Credit Union
AXA
Bank SA

Department of Conservation NZ

International clients
Herrmann International clients include:
American Express
Bank of America
BB&T
Blue Cross Blue Shield
BMW
Boeing
Cisco
Coca Cola
Disney University
DuPont

Gardian Life
GE
Global Novations
IBM
Johnson & Johnson
Kaiser Permanente
Limited Brands
Microsoft
MTV Networks
National Semiconductor

Nortel Networks
Novartis
Procter and Gamble
Shell Oil
US Navy
Weyerhauser Corporation
Wharton School of Business
Xerox
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